remove its associations with colonisation; and thirdly, New Zealanders of mixed Māori-Pākehā heritage must come to terms with both sides of their heritage.
Waititi and King's playful treatment of the Man Alone addresses these issues of biculturalism. In both narratives we encounter absent mothers, dysfunctional families, rural family homes, and withdrawn protagonists who demonstrate psychological unease and seek contact with the land. King's Henry lacks machismo altogether and Waititi's Jarrod makes unsuccessful attempts to acquire it through inept acts of overtly masculine (bad) behaviour.
Issues of settler and mixed Māori-Pākehā identity are evoked by the humour, setting and back story, and by intertextual references to the Man Alone trope. For instance, when we meet the adult Henry, he cowers in a taxi waiting for a mob of sheep to pass, terrified and Both films use their men alone to speak (albeit sometimes in code) to New Zealanders about the cultural cringe, cutting it down to size by hinting that it lives on more strongly in the minds of those for whom it constitutes an elevation. This is one of the subversive in-jokes that enrich specifically local readings of the films' references to a range of New Zealand identity positions. Waititi's Jarrod has a Pākehā father and a Māori mother.
Colonial discourse is evoked in the way a photograph records his mother's ethnicity and covers for her absence. Her ethnicity, not remarked on in the film, intensifies her silence or, depending on the reading, implies that Māori ethnicity is a simple fact of New Zealand life.
Her difference contributes to Jarrod's identity crisis only because she has left to become a lesbian in Australia -a humorous but double desertion, given New Zealand's friendly rivalry with Australia. Her ethnicity, and Jarrod's, is confirmed by family video of Jarrod's given the right conditions, and Jarrod can be read as the troubled young man, the fact of the twenty-first century. It follows that Jonah's blindness which rendered Jarrod all but invisible can be read as metaphor for Pākehā society's continuing blindness to the potential of those young Māori who are underprivileged or visible for the wrong reasons.
King's Henry is descended from a settler family who have farmed long enough to trace their time on the land back to the days of colonial acquisition. The film opens with Henry's father, Mr Oldfield, with the young Henry and his equally young friend Tucker (obviously of Māori heritage) riding farm bikes and working the sheep dogs with skill and assurance. Moving effortlessly, communicating well in the golden sunshine and spacious outdoors of the farm, they make a vision of pre-lapsarian innocence. That this innocence will not last is signalled by the shadows on the hills in the background and by Henry's older brother, Angus, a calliper on his leg, unable to take part in the round up. Local audiences will note the irony of the name: there is a breed of sheep called the Angus, and their most obvious difference is that they are black. The name links Angus to the darkness of the landscape, highlighting his jealousy and foreshadowing his fate at the film's ending. are superior to all other breeds and because they are not naturally bred (Angus supplies part of the DNA), the supply will remain in his control. In effect, he plans to head a wealthy corporation that will expropriate control of northern-hemisphere sheep farming from down under. Such high stakes ensure that Angus and the scientist he employs collude to hide the side-effect: were-sheep that bite, causing humans and sheep alike to mutate into weresheep.
The first perfect sheep is, of course, not only large with a superior and abundant coat of wool but also whiter than white. When Angus showcases her to potential international clients, she stands out against the sky in a shot that recalls the young Angus watching and turning away from the pre-lapsarian sheep-herding scene. The comparison is continued as, like Angus, she runs amok, calling the rest of the flock and joining them in biting and tearing the would-be buyers to pieces in excessive carnage that is the specialty of Weta
Workshop. The violent behaviours of the genetically altered animals, should they escape, indicates a dystopian future, or no future at all, for the human race.
Although the film is a comedy with many gags and jokes, modern farming methods and intensive animal-breeding programmes are linked to ecological and ethical degradation through farming as capitalist enterprise. Local audiences may recall that for more than a century New Zealand's function as Britain's "protein bridge" cemented New Zealand into its current economic position, limiting the development of manufacturing and stifling efforts to add local value to goods prior to export. This situation lasted into the 1970s and continued to loom large in the collective consciousness into the 1980s (Belich 433) . The reference signals acknowledgement of that part of their duality that Pākehā need to address if they are to promote biculturalism. Experience makes this point when she begins to remind Tucker of his ongoing "disenfranchisement," but her message is dismissed by the men who are only conscious of the need to fight a common enemy on their home ground.
Angus's plans to make New Zealand a centre of agricultural and economic power through sheep whose lineage is genetically engineered alludes to the scientific experiments in the United Kingdom, where Dolly, the "cloned" sheep, was conceived in the laboratory. in Nepal politically double-edged. Whether doubleness is analysed as the "juxtaposition of the two cultures and frames of reference" or as issues of colonialism yet to be resolved, it makes obvious that for Pākehā narratives the heroic quest is problematic because Pākehā nobility and heroism must be redefined.
To work openly through contemporary issues using up-to-date and locally recognisable tropes relating to colonialism, post-colonialism and current initiatives of biculturalism is to risk alienating international audiences and the income they bring. Like any local cinema, New Zealand initiatives are beset by tensions between the need to encode content in ways that will attract both New Zealand on Air and foreign funding, as well as national and international distribution. To internationalise a narrative, however, is to miss out on funding and tax relief available for local film making and to miss the opportunity to represent the local and interrogate local issues on the big screen. One way to localise a film is to base it on an established work of New Zealand fiction, but this, too, is problematic.
Ruth Harley, former CEO of the New Zealand Film Commission (NZFC), narrowly avoids placing film outside of New Zealand culture when she says that "It's no accident that many of our strongest films are based on our literature. … Our culture is the well from which film makers draw their inspiration to create unique cinematic images that are also internationally accessible" (Harley D4 that the taxi driver, well aware of the expense, points us to Henry's privileged position as co-owner of a large farm. Henry's closest human relationship with his psychiatrist is also facilitated by money. In contrast, Jarrod has a low-paying job and is close to no one. Lily, who has lost her job, is his girlfriend because she wants to be. Her only living relative, her brother Damon, drives Lily and Jarrod to the rural town that is Jarrod's family home. It is ironic that Jarrod, a member of a more numerous, extended family, is carried by a rarefied, nuclear family of which he is not a member, a passenger on his own journey to reconciliation. Thirdly, for each protagonist, going home is less an escape or withdrawal from society and more a conscious attempt to gain closure. The dysfunction of each is evident in that the actions they have chosen will only indirectly lead to catharsis through renewed contact with family and the family home. Yet they are presented as inept followers. Early in the film Lily is unappreciated because she is not trendy, and she loses her job; at the end of the film Experience, it is implied, will trade in her ecological principles merely to stay with Henry because, he says, organic sheep farming is unpractical. Clearly these women are not incidental or threatening, as in earlier
Eagle vs Shark and
Man Alone narratives, but they must abandon their own activities in order to become helpers to the male protagonists because it is the working through of male identity that remains central.
Nevertheless, the noise of Eagle vs Shark and Black Sheep "blow[ing] raspberries at the old world, at Europe, and then even at America" (Beilharz 229) echoes not the perception of inferiority so closely associated with the Antipodean Other, but the knowledge that the periphery understands itself better than the centre understands the periphery. Thus they give the lie to the belief that there is no way between the international and the local outside of very general terms, such as the mission to encode national identity in films via representations of "our culture" as background for "universal stories" that will enable film makers "to play on an international stage" (Harley D24). By negotiating a complex double coding using humour, mixed genre and the reversal of older, well known tropes that have come to be read differently by local audiences, both films simultaneously address local and international audiences.
Furthermore, the films' local address implies that hope for the future lies in facing squarely up to fear. Henry and Jarrod remain dysfunctional, immature, haunted by ghosts of others they recall as dangerous until at last they confront those fears. Henry stops treating sheep as the evil other, and Jarrod accepts his family and himself. Both endings, while they reinstate conservative values of agriculture and imply conventional heterosexual couplings, also imply that overcoming fear has brought gains and that nothing that has been lost was actually worthwhile. The humour of the heroes' respective journeys arises from the fact that they should not have been necessary. Angus gains nothing for his trouble, and Henry, Jarrod and Jonah learn only what Experience, Tucker, Lily and Damon knew all along: that personal relationships are the key to learning to live with the many moral dilemmas that cannot be fully reconciled.
At the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, the Man Alone feels he belongs in New Zealand, but as New Zealand moves towards biculturalism he is less secure in his sense of entitlement. Thus, rather than imposing on him isolation, dislocation, unease and the need for unity, these films foreground New Zealand as the place and the soil from which the protagonists spring: Pākehā are shown not as kumara, not of the land in the sense of the Māori concept of Tangata Whenua (people of the land), but certainly as home-grown as pumpkin, onion or potato, staples with "legitimacy in the land" that are in the land legitimately and which augment the kumara in providing a balanced local diet.
